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bonds in the sum of Rs. 100,000/- with two sureties,

each in the like amount to the satisfaction of present

court. Accused/petitioner is directed to join the 

investigation and attend the court as and when 

required on each and every date. Notice benssued to

V the complainant and record of the case be

requisitioned from the Police Station for the date

fixed as 29.09.2020.

Announced:
24.09.2020

(ASGHAR SHAH)
Sessions Judge, Orakzai 

at Baber MelaOrder No. 02
29.09.2020

DPP, Umar Niaz and Sana Ullah Khan

Advocate alongwith accused/petitioner, Muhammad

Rabat Shah on interim bail present. Record received.

Arguments heard and record perused.

Through the instant Bail Before Arrest(2).

petition, accused/petitioner Muhammad Rabat Shah

requested the confirmation of interim bail in case

§FIR no. 44, dated 18.09.2020, U/S 324/34.PPG &7 .
15AA of PS Upper Orakzai Ghiljo wherein he

alongwith other co-accused are charged for causingASGHARSHAH 
District & Sessions Judge, 

*' OrateaLal.Hancju injuries to complainant through firearm etc.

Today, injured/complainant, Muhamma(3). f///
Sadiq and injured Nasir Khan present and submittedsmicompromise affidavit Ex. PB, and by receding joint

Lstatement deposed that they have parched up the
/

matter with the accused and have forgiven him in the
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Almighty Allah by waving of their right ofname

qisas and diyat and have got no objection either on

the release of accused/petitioner on bail or upon his

acquittal at the time of trial. The elders of the locality

namely, Islam Bahadar and Muhammad Kamil also

present and verified the parties as well as the

genuineness of compromise.

(4). Since, the offence u/s 15AA is attracted for

the recovery of weapon of offence against the co

accused and not against the accused/petitioner

besides 324/34 PPC is compoundable and from the

compromise produced in black and white, this court

is satisfied that a genuine compromise between the

parties has taken place and accordingly, the said

compromise is accepted and on the basis of

compromise, the BBA petition in hand stand

accepted and the interim bail earlier granted to the

accused/petitioner is confirmed on the existing

bonds.

File be consigned to Sessions Record Room(5).

for after further necessary compilation and

completion.

Announced:
29.09.2020

(ASGHAR SHAH)
Sessions Judge, Orakzai 

at Baber Mela


